Section 2 and 3 are devoted to the preliminary definitions and discussions. §2. Definitions and Notations
Let T be a (W+l)-tree with a positive integer d^2. Two points t, seT(t^s) are called to be neighbours if they are connected by one bond. Each point of T has d+l neighbours. We fix an origin 0 of T. We write t-*s if t^s and the path connecting 0 and s passes t. If t->s and t, s are neighbours, we write t-+s. For any finite FcT, the boundary 8V of V is dV={tET\Vi there exists a neighbour of t in V] .
For every FcT, let S V = { -1, +\}
v be the space of all possible spin configurations on V. In particular we write I instead of Z T . We assign the product topology to I. For every FcT, define the er-algebra & v by^V = the (T-algebra generated by {X t , teV} 9 where X t (a) = a(f) for all t e T 9 <r e £. In particular we write @l instead of @ T . Let V be a finite subset of T, coeZ and aeZ v . We define an interaction energy on V with the inner configuration a and the boundary condition co by (i) EK«)= 
H-+00
Now, let us consider a boundary condition co such that c(co) = co(s) is independent of *6T/{0}. Then it is easy to see that R n (o})
Hence we get (9) from (7), where Y n (co)=-2\ogR n (o)), and (10) f(x) = th-Hth /-th x) =1 log which is a concave increasing function on [0, oo) and f(-x)=-f(x) for all x (see [1] , [3] ).
The following is obtained from (9) and FKG inequality.
Theorem (Preston [1] 
%4. Markov Chains
In this section we construct the third "Markov chain".
Definition 1 (Spitzer [2])
. A probability measure P on (I 1 , ^) is called a "Markov chain" if there is a 2x2 positive stochastic matrix Q with its invariant probability measure n (nQ = n) such that for any connected finite subset V of T and for any e e Z F? U Q(s(t), e(r')), t,t'eV * r r where f 0 is the point such that t 0 eFand t Q -+t for every tEV\{t Q }.
We remark that the above definition does not depend on the choice of the origin because (Q 9 n) is reversible.
Let ^ be the set of all "Markov chains" for every n^l, then lim a n = lim a n = f$.
n-*oo w-*oo
(ii) Let us take the initial conditions; d 1 =min{k; k is an integer and H+(2k-d)J^fl} 9
Then a triple of sequences {d n }, {a n }, {a n } can be defined inductively to satisfy (14) . Moreover, there is a configuration co°eZ such that Y n>s (o}°) = a n _ N + 1 or a n _, 5 Proof, (i) From (14) and the property of /(x), we have Q<a n -a n =/(fl.-i)-/(a.-i)^2/((a ll . 1 -fl Jl . 1 )/2). Since /(*)£* for x^O and the equality holds if and only if x = 0, we get lim (a n -a n ) = 0, which implies (ii) The first part is easy to verify. To construct co°, we define co°, d>°eI aFntlUO } inductively. Let 5F 1>1 \{0} = {s 1 ,..., s d }. We define coj and co? on dV l ^{0} as Z G>?(5 V ) = 2^1-^, and £ <S?(s v ) = 2^-^-2.
l^v^d v=l
Let T V be a shift operator from T Sv to I\ such that ^(5^=16^ for every l^vrgd. Then we can define cojj and c5° on 5F n>1 \{0} by i/ ^T Sv nSF w ,
Now put co°(r) = 0)^(0 for tedV n)l \{Q} 9 n^l and extend it to be invariant under the rotations around the origin. Then it is easy to see that co°i s a required configuration.
(iii) Since Y ns (co°) converges as n-*co for every seT\{0}, Lemma 1 implies that P w° exists. As for the "Markov chain" property, we will only give here the transition matrix Q and its invariant probability measure n. "} = the two point set. But we must note that Spitzer has shown in his paper [2] Remark. Spitzer [2] has claimed that a "Markov chain" is an extremal Gibbs state, but it is not true. In fact T. Kamae [4] has shown that if lf = 0, then ^ = A @ V c is not trivial with respect to P" 0 .
Fjfinite
We will briefly quote it here. Put f n (ff)= Combining Lemma 1 and (16), we have only to show that 7 Bil (co*) converges as n->oo. Let us define a function F?(x) by Since 7 w (or)/'a as n->oo, for any given e>0 there is n e >Q such that 
On the other hand we have for all n^2 from (17) and (6), we obtain the conclusion of the theorem.
Q.E.D. §6. Extremal Gibbs States
In this section, we will give several extremal points of &(H 9 J) as the limiting Gibbs states. In order to do so, we need the following theorem which is stated under a more general framework in [5] .
Theorem (Miyamoto [5] ; + x), we have from (7) and 1°), (24) Proof. Using the analogous argument as in the proof of the preceeding theorem, we obtain that if Uj-+t then r t (a)) = r t (cOj) a.s. (P
